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Menno-Nightcaps S. L. Klassen 2021-09-06 A satirical cocktail book
featuring seventy-seven cocktail recipes accompanied by arcane trivia on
Mennonite history, faith, and cultural practices. At last, you think, a book
of cocktails that pairs punny drinks with Mennonite history! Yes, cocktail
enthusiast and author of the popular Drunken Mennonite blog Sherri
Klassen is here to bring some Low German love to your bar cart. Drinks
like Brandy Anabaptist, Migratarita, Thrift Store Sour, and Pimm’s Cape
Dress are served up with arcane trivia on Mennonite history, faith, and
cultural practices. Arranged by theme, the book opens with drinks
inspired by the Anabaptists of sixteenth-century Europe (Bloody Martyr,
anyone?), before moving on to religious beliefs and practices (a little like
going to a bar after class in Seminary, but without actually going to class).
The third chapter toasts the Mennonite history of migration (Old Piña
Colony), and the fourth is all about the trappings of Mennonite cultural
identity (Singalong Sling). With seventy-seven recipes, ripping satire,
comical illustrations, a cocktails-to-mocktails chapter for the teetotallers,
and instructions on scaling up for barn-raisings and funerals, it’s just the
thing for the Mennonite, Menno-adjacent, or merely Menno-curious home
mixologist.
Mi chiamo Irma Voth Miriam Toews 2012
Summer of My Amazing Luck Miriam Toews 1996 By the author of
Swing Low. Welcome to Have-a-Life welfare housing project (better known
as Half-a-Life). The welfare regulations are endless and the ratﬁnk
neighbours won't mind their own business, but when Lish and Lucy head
to Colorado to ﬁnd the ﬁre-eater, Lucy discovers this just may be the
summer of her amazing luck.
The Year of Magical Thinking Joan Didion 2007-02-13 NEW YORK
TIMES BESTSELLER • NATIONAL BOOK AWARD WINNER • From one of
America’s iconic writers, a stunning book of electric honesty and passion
that explores an intensely personal yet universal experience: a portrait of
a marriage—and a life, in good times and bad—that will speak to anyone
who has ever loved a husband or wife or child. Several days before
Christmas 2003, John Gregory Dunne and Joan Didion saw their only
daughter, Quintana, fall ill with what seemed at ﬁrst ﬂu, then pneumonia,
then complete septic shock. She was put into an induced coma and
placed on life support. Days later—the night before New Year’s Eve—the
Dunnes were just sitting down to dinner after visiting the hospital when
John Gregory Dunne suﬀered a massive and fatal coronary. In a second,
this close, symbiotic partnership of forty years was over. Four weeks later,
their daughter pulled through. Two months after that, arriving at LAX, she
collapsed and underwent six hours of brain surgery at UCLA Medical
Center to relieve a massive hematoma. This powerful book is Didion’ s
attempt to make sense of the “weeks and then months that cut loose any
ﬁxed idea I ever had about death, about illness ... about marriage and
children and memory ... about the shallowness of sanity, about life itself.
A Complicated Kindness Miriam Toews 2005 In this stunning coming-ofage novel, award-winner Miriam Toews balances grief and hope in the
voice of a witty, beleaguered teenager whose family is shattered by
fundamentalist Christianity "Half of our family, the better-looking half, is
missing," Nomi Nickel tells us at the beginning of A Complicated Kindness.
Left alone with her sad, peculiar father, her days are spent piecing
together why her mother and sister have disappeared and contemplating
her inevitable career at Happy Family Farms, a chicken slaughterhouse on
the outskirts of East Village. Not the East Village in New York City where
Nomi would prefer to live, but an oppressive town founded by Mennonites
on the cold, ﬂat plains of Manitoba, Canada. This darkly funny novel is the
world according to the unforgettable Nomi, a bewildered and wry sixteenyear-old trapped in a town governed by fundamentalist religion and in the
shattered remains of a family it destroyed. In Nomi's droll, refreshing
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voice, we're told the story of an eccentric, loving family that falls apart as
each member lands on a collision course with the only community any of
them have ever known. A work of ﬁerce humor and tragedy by a writer
who has taken the American market by storm, this searing, tender, comic
testament to family love will break your heart.
A Complicated Kindness Miriam Toews 2019-01-15 Winner of the
Governor General’s Literary Award In this stunning coming-of-age novel,
the award-winning author of Women Talking balances grief and hope in
the voice of a witty, beleaguered teenager whose family is shattered by
fundamentalist Christianity "Half of our family, the better–looking half, is
missing," Nomi Nickel tells us at the beginning of A Complicated Kindness.
Left alone with her sad, peculiar father, her days are spent piecing
together why her mother and sister have disappeared and contemplating
her inevitable career at Happy Family Farms, a chicken slaughterhouse on
the outskirts of East Village. Not the East Village in New York City where
Nomi would prefer to live, but an oppressive town founded by Mennonites
on the cold, ﬂat plains of Manitoba, Canada. This darkly funny novel is the
world according to the unforgettable Nomi, a bewildered and wry
sixteen–year–old trapped in a town governed by fundamentalist religion
and in the shattered remains of a family it destroyed. In Nomi's droll,
refreshing voice, we're told the story of an eccentric, loving family that
falls apart as each member lands on a collision course with the only
community any of them have ever known. A work of ﬁerce humor and
tragedy by a writer who has taken the American market by storm, this
searing, tender, comic testament to family love will break your heart.
“Brilliant.” —New York Times Book Review “A darkly funny and
provocative novel.” —O, the Oprah Magazine
The Flying Troutmans Miriam Toews 2009-02-24 In this completely
captivating book, Miriam Toews has created some of the most engaging
characters in Canadian literature: Hattie, Logan and Thebes are
bewildered, hopeful, angry, and most of all, absolutely alive. Full of richly
skewed, richly funny detail, The Flying Troutmans is a uniquely aﬀecting
novel. Days after being dumped by her boyfriend Marc in Paris – "he was
heading oﬀ to an ashram and said we could communicate telepathically" –
Hattie hears her sister Min has been checked into a psychiatric hospital,
and ﬁnds herself ﬂying back to Winnipeg to take care of Thebes and
Logan, her niece and nephew. Not knowing what else to do, she loads the
kids, a cooler, and a pile of CDs into their van and they set out on a road
trip in search of the children's long-lost father, Cherkis. In part because no
one has any good idea where Cherkis is, the traveling matters more than
the destination. On their wayward, eventful journey down to North Dakota
and beyond, the Troutmans stay at scary motels, meet helpful hippies,
and try to ignore the threatening noises coming from under the hood of
their van. Eleven-year-old Thebes spends her time making huge novelty
cheques with arts and crafts supplies in the back, and won't wash, no
matter how wild and matted her purple hair gets; she forgot to pack any
clothes. Four years older, Logan carves phrases like "Fear Yourself" into
the dashboard, and repeatedly disappears in the middle of the night to
play basketball; he's in love, he says, with New York Times columnist
Deborah Solomon. Meanwhile, Min can't be reached at the hospital, and,
more than once, Hattie calls Marc in tears. But though it might seem like
an escape from crisis into chaos, this journey is also desperately
necessary, a chance for an accidental family to accept, understand or at
least ﬁnd their way through overwhelming times. From interwoven
memories and scenes from the past, we learn much more about them:
how Min got so sick, why Cherkis left home, why Hattie went to Paris, and
what made Thebes and Logan who they are today.
Alone in the Classroom Elizabeth Hay 2014-08-05 Hay is the winner of
the prestigious Scotiabank Giller Prize, the Ottawa Book Prize, and the
Libris Award for Fiction Book of the Year for her novel Late Nights on Air.
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Hay's fourth novel, Alone in The Classroom is a Globe and Mail Best Book.
In a small prairie school in 1929, Connie Flood helps a struggling student,
Michael Graves, learn how to read. Observing them and darkening their
lives is the principal, Parley Burns, whose strange behavior culminates in
an attack so disturbing its repercussions continue to the present day.
Connie's niece, Anne, tells the story. Impelled by curiosity about her
dynamic, adventurous aunt and her more conventional mother, she
revisits Connie's past and her mother's broken childhood. In the process
she unravels the enigma of Parley Burns and the mysterious, and
unrelated, deaths of two young girls. As the novel moves deeper into their
lives, the triangle of principal, teacher, student opens out into other
emotional triangles--aunt, niece, lover; mother, daughter, granddaughter-until a sudden, capsizing love thrusts Anne herself into a newly
independent life. This spellbinding tale--set in Saskatchewan and the
Ottawa Valley--crosses generations and cuts to the bone. It probes the
roots of obsessive love and hate, how the hurts and desires of childhood
persist and are passed on, as if in the blood. It lays bare the urgency of
discovering what we were never told about the past. And it celebrates the
process of becoming who we are in a world full of startling connections
that lie just out of sight. From the Hardcover edition.
A Boy of Good Breeding Miriam Toews 2019-03-12 Winner of the
McNally Robinson Book of the Year Award “Tonic for the spirit: a
charming, deeply moving, unerringly human story, perfectly shaped and
beautifully told.” —The Globe and Mail Life in Winnipeg didn’t go as
planned for Knute and her daughter. But living back in Algren with her
parents and working for the longtime mayor, Hosea Funk, has its own
challenges: Knute ﬁnds herself mixed up with Hosea’s attempts to
achieve his dream of meeting the Prime Minister—even if that means
keeping the town’s population at an even 1,500. Bringing to life
small–town Canada and all its larger–than–life characters, A Boy of Good
Breeding is a big–hearted, hilarious novel about ﬁnding out where you
belong.
The Paper Chase John Jay Osborn 1971 Fiction. Fortieth anniversary
edition with a new preface by the author. A best-selling book and awardwinning ﬁlm and television series, THE PAPER CHASE is at its heart the
story of a young Midwesterner, James Hart, who ﬁnds himself in the great
classrooms of Langdell Hall at Harvard Law School, locked in a zero-sum
game with a dominating, omniscient deity: Professor Kingsﬁeld, who asks
not just for the student's mind, but for his soul. You quail at the exams,
exult when you know the answers, love-hate Professor Kingsﬁeld. It is also
a love story that is as contemporary today as it was when the book was
written, of a boy from the Midwest and a mysterious and demanding
professor's daughter, who refuses to accept accepted wisdom or role
models and demands from Hart a love that transcends law school and
conventional norms.
The Bear Claire Cameron 2014-02-11 A powerful suspense novel
narrated by a young girl who must fend for herself and her little brother
after a brutal bear attack. While camping with her family on a remote
island, ﬁve-year-old Anna awakes in the night to the sound of her mother
screaming. A rogue black bear, three hundred pounds of fury, is attacking
the family's campsite -- and pouncing on her parents as prey. At her dying
mother's faint urging, Anna manages to get her brother into the family's
canoe and paddle away. But when the canoe runs aground on the edge of
the woods, the sister and brother must battle hunger, the elements, and a
wilderness alive with danger. Lost and completely alone, they ﬁnd that
their only hope resides in Anna's heartbreaking love for her family, and
her struggle to be brave when nothing in her world seems safe anymore.
This is a story with a small narrator and a big heart. Cameron gracefully
plumbs Anna's young perspective on family, responsibility, and hope,
charting both a tragically premature loss of innocence and a startling
evolution as Anna reasons through the impossible situations that confront
her. Lean and conﬁdent, and told in the innocent and honest voice of a
ﬁve-year-old, The Bear is a transporting tale of loss -- but also a poignant
and surprisingly funny adventure about love and the raw instincts that
enable us to survive.
The Flying Troutmans Miriam Toews 2019-02-12 "This saga of bad luck
and good company is a wry, scary, heartfelt ode to the traverses we have
to make in life when we're at the end of our rope and there's no net below
us." —ELLE When Hattie's moody boyfriend dumps her in Paris, she
returns home to ﬁnd that her sister Min is in the psych ward again.
Freaked out by the prospect of becoming a surrogate mother to Min's
kids, Logan and Thebes, Hattie decides to take them in the family van to
ﬁnd their father, last heard to be running an idiosyncratic art gallery in
South Dakota. What ensues is a remarkable journey across America, as
aunt and kids—through chaos as diverse as their personalities—discover
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one another to be both far crazier and far more normal than any of them
thought.
Social Quagmire Benjamin W. Shirk 2012-10
The Flying Troutmans Miriam Toews 2009-09 Follow the Troutmans as
they learn about themselves and each other through chaos as diverse as
their personalities, while embarking on a journey across the United States
weathering sleazy motel rooms, car repairs, and bizarre people.
However Long the Day Justin Reed 2022-02-15 However Long the Day
is the tale of two strangers—Niall Donovan, a poor immigrant from
Ireland, and Frederick Philips, a rich ne'er-do-well from New York's Upper
East Side—who discover they look so similar they could be twins.
Frederick, desperate to avoid a lecture from his father, bribes Niall to
switch places for the evening. Niall ﬁnds there's more to the story than
Frederick let on, and is dragged through the turbulence created by World
War I, the Spanish Flu, and social upheaval, and into the corrupt belly of
Manhattan on the cusp of Prohibition. As Niall and Frederick hurtle
through the next twenty-four hours, will either get what they bargained
for?
All My Puny Sorrows Miriam Toews 2019-10-15 From the bestselling
author of Women Talking, a "wrenchingly honest, darkly funny novel"
(Entertainment Weekly). Elf and Yoli are sisters. While on the surface
Elfrieda's life is enviable (she's a world-renowned pianist, glamorous,
wealthy, and happily married) and Yolandi's a mess (she's divorced and
broke, with two teenagers growing up too quickly), they are ﬁercely closeraised in a Mennonite household and sharing the hardship of Elf's desire
to end her life. After Elf's latest attempt, Yoli must quickly determine how
to keep her family from falling apart while facing a profound question:
what do you do for a loved one who truly wants to die? All My Puny
Sorrows is a deeply personal story that is as much comedy as it is
tragedy, a goodbye grin from the friend who taught you how to live.
Invisible Allies Aleksandr Isaevich Solzhenit︠s︡yn 2014-10-13 After his
expulsion from Russia in 1974 for undermining the Communist regime,
Solzhenitsyn wrote a secret record, while it was still fresh in his mind, of
the courageous eﬀorts of people who hid his writings and smuggled them
to the West. Before the fall of Communism he could not have published
Invisible Allies in conjunction with his memoir The Oak and the Calf
without putting those friends in jeopardy. Now the facts may be revealed
in this intimate account of the network of individuals who risked life and
liberty to ensure that his works were concealed, circulated in "samizdat",
and exported via illicit channels. These conspirators, often unknown to
one another, shared a devotion to the dissident writer's work and a hatred
of an oppressive regime of censorship and denunciation. The circle was
varied enough to include scholars and fellow writers, and also elderly
babushkas who acted as couriers. With tenderness, respect and humour,
Solzhenitsyn speaks of these partners in conspiracy: the women who
typed copies of his works under the noses of prying neighbours; the
journalists and diplomats who covertly carried microﬁlms across borders;
the friends who hid various drafts of his works from the vigilance of the
secret police.
Faith in a Hidden God Elizabeth Palmer 2017-12-01 The story of the
binding of Isaac both challenges and inspires people who seek to live
faithfully in relationship with a God who surpasses our understanding.
Combinding the history of exegesis with a theological exploration of the
meaning of faith in the face of suﬀering, this book examines Luther‘s and
Kierkegaard‘s lively--and very diﬀerent--interpretations of Genesis 22 to
demonstrate how the way we read the Bible is crucial to the life of faith.
Swing Low Miriam Toews 2017-09-05 After her father took his own life in
1998, Miriam Toews decided to face her confusion and pain straight on. In
writing her father’s memoir, she was motivated by two primary goals: For
her own sake, she needed to understand, or at least accept, her father’s
ﬁnal decision. For her father’s sake, she needed to honour him, to
elucidate his life and to demonstrate its worth. Apart from its brief
prologue and epilogue, Swing Low is written entirely from Mel Toews’s
perspective. Miriam Toews has her father tell his story from bed as he
waits in a Steinbach hospital to be transferred to a psychiatric facility in
Winnipeg. Mel turns to writing to make sense of his condition, to review
his life in the hope of seeing it more clearly. He remembers himself as an
anxious child, the son of a despondent father and an alcoholic mother,
who never once made him feel loved. At seventeen he was diagnosed
with manic depression (now known as bipolar disorder). His psychiatrist’s
predictions were grim: Mel shouldn’t count on marrying, starting a family
or holding down a job. With great courage and determination, Mel went on
to do all three: he married his childhood sweetheart, had two happy
daughters and was a highly respected and beloved teacher for forty
years. Although Mel was able to keep his disorder hidden from the
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community, his family frequently witnessed his unravelling. Over the
years this schism between his public and private life grew wider. An
outgoing and tireless trailblazer at school, he often collapsed into silence
and despair at home. Ironically, in trying to win his family’s love through
hard work and accomplishments, he deprived them of what they yearned
for most: his presence, his voice. Once he retired from teaching – "the
daily ritual of stepping outside himself" – Mel lost his creative outlet and,
with it, his hope. In the Globe and Mail, author Moira Farr described Swing
Low as "audacious, original and profoundly moving." She added: "Getting
into the head of your own father – your own largely silent, mentally ill
father, who killed himself – has to be a kind of literary high-wire act that
few would dare to try.… Healing is a likely outcome of a book imbued with
the righteous anger, compassion and humanity of Swing Low."
Cue for Treason Geoﬀrey Trease 2009-04-02 Fleeing from the evil Sir
Philip Morton, Peter Brownrigg ﬁnds himself on the wrong side of the law.
On the run to London he meets Kit and the two decide to stick together.
But a chance discovery endangers their lives and soon Peter is deep in
murderous plots, secrets and even treason. Set in the turbulent days of
Elizabeth I, this classic story of danger and intrigue conjures up a world of
mystery, twists and turns and thrilling action.
Between Two Millstones, Book 2 Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn 2020-11-15
This compelling account concludes Nobel Prize–winner Aleksandr
Solzhenitsyn’s literary memoirs of his years in the West after his forced
exile from the USSR following the publication of The Gulag Archipelago.
The book reﬂects both the pain of separation from his Russian homeland
and the chasm of miscomprehension between him and Western opinion
makers. In Between Two Millstones, Solzhenitsyn likens his position to
that of a grain that becomes lodged between two massive stones, each
grinding away—the Soviet Communist power with its propaganda
machine on the one hand and the Western establishment with its
mainstream media on the other. Book 2 picks up the story of
Solzhenitsyn’s remarkable life after the raucous publicity over his 1978
Harvard Address has died down. The author parries attacks from the
Soviet state (and its many fellow-travelers in the Western press) as well
as from recent émigrés who, according to Solzhenitsyn, defame Russian
culture, history, and religion. He shares his unvarnished view of several
infamous episodes, such as a sabotaged meeting with Ronald Reagan,
aborted Senate hearings regarding Radio Liberty, and Gorbachev’s
protracted refusal to allow The Gulag Archipelago to be published back
home. There is also a captivating chapter detailing his trips to Japan,
Taiwan, and Great Britain, including meetings with Margaret Thatcher and
Prince Charles and Princess Diana. Meanwhile, the central themes of Book
1 course through this volume, too—the immense artistic quandary of
fashioning The Red Wheel, staunch Western hostility to the historical and
future Russia (and how much can, or should, the author do about it), and
the challenges of raising his three sons in the language and spirit of
Russia while cut oﬀ from the homeland in a remote corner of rural New
England. The book concludes in 1994, as Solzhenitsyn bids farewell to the
West in a valedictory series of speeches and meetings with world leaders,
including John Paul II, and prepares at last to return home with his beloved
wife Natalia, full of misgivings about what use he can be in the ﬁrst
chaotic years of post-Communist Russia, but never wavering in his
conviction that, in the long run, his books would speak, inﬂuence, and
convince. This vibrant, faithful, and long-awaited ﬁrst English translation
of Between Two Millstones, Book 2, will fascinate Solzhenitsyn's many
admirers, as well as those interested in twentieth-century history, Russian
history, and literature in general.
The Drawings of Annibale Carracci Daniele Benati 2000 Widely
regarded as one of the greatest draughtsmen of all time, Annibale
Carracci (1560-1609) is celebrated for his naturalism. Born in a time when
the elegant deformations and exaggerations of Italian mannerism were
still in vogue, Carracci turned instead to nature as his principal inspiration.
Much attuned to the everyday world around him, he took as much interest
in studying a man bowling, a butcher weighing a piece of meat, or a street
entertainer with his monkey as he did in the preparatory studies for his
grand mythological and religious paintings. The fruit of this intensive
study is abundantly evident in his magniﬁcent drawings of the human
ﬁgure - from his early works in Bologna to those made in preparation for
his greatest commission, the decoration of the Farnese Gallery in Rome.
This stunning publication brings together a plethora of Carracci's
masterful drawings to provide a unique insight into the technique and skill
of one of the premier artists of his time.
Peace Shall Destroy Many [text (large Print)] Rudy Wiebe 1993
Conﬂicts between the disciplined, non-violent dedication of the thriving
Mennonite community and the threats and challenges from the war-torn
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world they left behind reveal a lurking violence beneath the peaceful
surface of settlement life.
Janey's Girl Gayle Friesen 1998 A mother and daughter, Jane and Claire,
decide to spend the month of August on the family farm, which raises a
lot of questions for Claire about why her mother left, and about the father
she has never met. Reprint. Jr Lib Guild.
The Chimps of Fauna Sanctuary Andrew Westoll 2011-05-10 The “moving”
true story of a woman ﬁghting to give a group of chimpanzees a second
chance at life (People). In 1997, Gloria Grow started a sanctuary for
chimps retired from biomedical research on her farm outside Montreal.
For the indomitable Gloria, caring for thirteen great apes is like presiding
over a maximum-security prison, a Zen sanctuary, an old folks’ home, and
a New York deli during the lunchtime rush all rolled into one. But she is
ﬁrst and foremost creating a refuge for her troubled charges, a place
where they can recover and begin to trust humans again. Hoping to win
some of this trust, journalist Andrew Westoll spent months at Fauna Farm
as a volunteer, and in this “incisive [and] aﬀecting” book, he vividly
recounts his time in the chimp house and the histories of its residents
(Kirkus Reviews). He arrives with dreams of striking up an immediate
friendship with the legendary Tom, the wise face of the Great Ape
Protection Act, but Tom seems all too content to ignore him. Gradually,
though, old man Tommie and the rest of the “troop” begin to warm
toward Westoll as he learns the routines of life at the farm and realizes
just how far the chimps have come. Seemingly simple things like
grooming, establishing friendships and alliances, and playing games with
the garden hose are all poignant testament to the capacity of these
animals to heal. Brimming with empathy and entertaining stories of Gloria
and her charges, The Chimps of Fauna Sanctuary is an absorbing,
bighearted book that grapples with questions of just what we owe to the
animals who are our nearest genetic relations. “A powerful look at how we
treat our closest relatives.” —The Plain Dealer “I knew the prison-like
conditions of the medical research facility from which Gloria rescued
these chimpanzees; when I visited them at their new sanctuary I was
moved to tears. . . . Andrew Westoll is a born storyteller: The Chimps of
Fauna Sanctuary, written with empathy and skill, tenderness and humour,
involves us in a world few understand. And leaves us marveling at the
ways in which chimpanzees are so like us, and why they deserve our help
and are entitled to our respect.” —Dr. Jane Goodall “This book will make
you think deeply about our relationship with great apes. It amazed me to
discover the behaviors and feelings of the chimpanzees.” —Temple
Grandin, author of Animals in Translation
Summer of My Amazing Luck Miriam Toews 2019-04-09 "[A]
memorable portrait of a struggling young person who ﬁnds unexpected
resilience and peace . . . Hilarious, heartbreaking, and poignant."
—Booklist Miriam Toews welcomes her readers to the Have–a–Life housing
project (better known as Half–a–Life). The welfare regulations are endless
and the rate–ﬁnk neighbors won't mind their own business. Lucy Von
Alstyne sends ﬁctitious letters to her friend Alicia, pretending to be the
father of Alicia's twins. When the two mothers and their ﬁve children set
oﬀ on a journey to ﬁnd him, facing along the way the complications of
living in poverty and raising fatherless children, Lucy discovers this just
may be the summer of her amazing luck.
A Boy of Good Breeding Miriam Toews 2008-06-01 Knute is a twenty-fouryear-old single mother who returns home to Algren with her daughter to
look after her father Tom, who has suﬀered a heart attack. Meanwhile,
Hosea Funk, a friend of Tom's and the mayor of Algren has a lot on his
mind. The prime minister has promised to pay a visit to whichever town in
Canada has the smallest population. Algren has held this position for
some time but recent baby booms and returning families, like Knute,
threaten to tip Algren over the magic 1500 . . .
Women Talking Miriam Toews 2019-04-02 Now a Major Motion Picture
from Director Sarah Polley, starring Rooney Mara, Claire Foy, and Jessie
Buckley, with Ben Wishaw and Frances McDormand. INTERNATIONAL
BESTSELLER “This amazing, sad, shocking, but touching novel, based on a
real-life event, could be right out of The Handmaid's Tale.” -Margaret
Atwood, on Twitter "Scorching . . . a wry, freewheeling novel of ideas that
touches on the nature of evil, questions of free will, collective
responsibility, cultural determinism, and, above all, forgiveness." -New
York Times Book Review, Editors' Choice One evening, eight Mennonite
women climb into a hay loft to conduct a secret meeting. For the past two
years, each of these women, and more than a hundred other girls in their
colony, has been repeatedly violated in the night by demons coming to
punish them for their sins. Now that the women have learned they were in
fact drugged and attacked by a group of men from their own community,
they are determined to protect themselves and their daughters from
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future harm. While the men of the colony are oﬀ in the city, attempting to
raise enough money to bail out the rapists and bring them home, these
women-all illiterate, without any knowledge of the world outside their
community and unable even to speak the language of the country they
live in-have very little time to make a choice: Should they stay in the only
world they've ever known or should they dare to escape? Based on real
events and told through the “minutes” of the women's all-female
symposium, Toews's masterful novel uses wry, politically engaged humor
to relate this tale of women claiming their own power to decide.
Women Talking Miriam Toews 2019-04-02 National Bestseller Winner of
the Brooklyn Public LIbrary Literary Prize for Fiction Shortlisted for the
Governor General's Award for Fiction Shortlisted for the Reading Women
Award “This amazing, sad, shocking, but touching novel, based on a reallife event, could be right out of The Handmaid's Tale.” --Margaret Atwood,
on Twitter "Scorching . . . Women Talking is a wry, freewheeling novel of
ideas that touches on the nature of evil, questions of free will, collective
responsibility, cultural determinism, and, above all, forgiveness." --New
York Times Book Review, Editor's Choice One evening, eight Mennonite
women climb into a hay loft to conduct a secret meeting. For the past two
years, each of these women, and more than a hundred other girls in their
colony, has been repeatedly violated in the night by demons coming to
punish them for their sins. Now that the women have learned they were in
fact drugged and attacked by a group of men from their own community,
they are determined to protect themselves and their daughters from
future harm. While the men of the colony are oﬀ in the city, attempting to
raise enough money to bail out the rapists and bring them home, these
women—all illiterate, without any knowledge of the world outside their
community and unable even to speak the language of the country they
live in—have very little time to make a choice: Should they stay in the
only world they’ve ever known or should they dare to escape? Based on
real events and told through the “minutes” of the women’s all-female
symposium, Toews’s masterful novel uses wry, politically engaged humor
to relate this tale of women claiming their own power to decide. Named a
Best Book of the Year By THE NEW YORK TIMES BOOK REVIEW (Notable
Books of the Year) * NPR.ORG* THE WASHINGTON POST * REAL SIMPLE *
THE NEW YORK TIMES (PARUL SEHGAL'S TOP BOOKS OF THE YEAR) *
SLATE * STAR TRIBUNE (MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL) * LITHUB * AUSTIN
CHRONICLE * GOOP* ELECTRIC LITERATURE * KIRKUS REVIEWS * JEZEBEL*
BUSTLE * PUBLISHERS WEEKLY * TIME* LIBRARY JOURNAL * THE AV CLUB
* MASHABLE * VOX *
Ten Thousand Saints Eleanor Henderson 2011-06-07 Adopted by a pair
of diehard hippies, restless, marginal Jude Keﬀy-Horn spends much of his
youth getting high with his best friend, Teddy, in their bucolic and deeply
numbing Vermont town. But when Teddy dies of an overdose on the last
day of 1987, Jude's relationship with drugs and with his parents devolves
to new extremes. Sent to live with his pot-dealing father in New York
City's East Village, Jude stumbles upon straight edge, an underground
youth culture powered by the paradoxical aggression of hardcore punk
and a righteous intolerance for drugs, meat, and sex. With Teddy's half
brother, Johnny, and their new friend, Eliza, Jude tries to honor Teddy's
memory through his militantly clean lifestyle. But his addiction to straight
edge has its own dangerous consequences. While these teenagers battle
to discover themselves, their parents struggle with this new generation's
radical reinterpretation of sex, drugs, and rock 'n' roll and their grown-up
awareness of nature and nurture, brotherhood and loss. Moving back and
forth between Vermont and New York City, Ten Thousand Saints is an
emphatically observed story of a frayed tangle of family members brought
painfully together by a death, then carried along in anticipation of a new
and unexpected life. With empathy and masterful skill, Eleanor Henderson
has conjured a rich portrait of the modern age and the struggles that
unite and divide generations.
Summer of My Amazing Luck Miriam Toews 2010-01-08 A Novel by the
Governor General’s Literary Award—winning author of A Complicated
Kindness Lucy Van Alstyne always thought she’d grow up to become a
forest ranger. Instead, at the age of eighteen, she’s found herself with
quite a diﬀerent job title: Single Mother on the Dole. As for the father of
her nine-month-old son, Dillinger, well…it could be any of number of guys.
At the Have-a-Life housing project–aptly nicknamed Half-a-Life by those
who call it home–Lucy meets Lish, a zany and exuberant woman whose
idea of fashion is a black beret with a big silver spider brooch stuck on it.
Lish is the mother of four daughters, two by a man on welfare himself and
twins from a one-week stand with a ﬁre-eating busker who stole her
heart–and her wallet. Living on the dole isn’t a walk in the park for Lucy
and Lish. Dinner almost always consists of noodles. Transportation means
pushing a crappy stroller through the rain. Then there are the
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condescending welfare agents with their dreaded surprise inspections.
And just across the street is Serenity Place, another housing project with
which Half-a-Life is engaged in a full-on feud. When the women aren’t
busy snitching on each other, they’re spreading rumours–or plotting
elaborate acts of revenge. In the middle of a mosquito-infested rainy
season, Lish and Lucy decide to escape the craziness of Half-A-Life by
taking to the road. In a van held together with coat-hangers and electrical
tape and crammed to the hilt with kids and toys, they set oﬀ to Colorado
in search Lish’s lost love and the father of her twins. Whether they’ll ﬁnd
him is questionable, but the down-and-out adventure helps Lucy realize
that this just may be the summer of her amazing luck. Miriam Toews’s
debut novel, Summer of My Amazing Luck opens our eyes to a social class
rarely captured in ﬁction. At once hilarious and heartbreaking, it is
inhabited by an unforgettable and poignant group of characters.
Shortlisted for both the McNally Robinson Book of the Year Award and for
the Stephen Leacock Memorial Medal for Humour, it also earned Miriam
the John Hirsch Award for the Most Promising Manitoba Writer.
Losing Forever Gayle Friesen 2007-09 Jes struggles to balance her life,
dealing with her mother's second marriage, her devious soon-to-be
stepsister Angela, and her best friend's lovesick behavior.
Irma Voth Miriam Toews 2011-04-05 From the award-winning author of A
Complicated Kindness comes a heart-wrenching yet wryly funny story
about setting out on the road to self-discovery, and ﬁnding the strength to
survive in the face of immeasurable loss. Nineteen-year-old Irma Voth
lives in a Mennonite community in northern Mexico, surrounded by desert
and both physically and culturally isolated from the surrounding towns
and cities. It’s been six years since her family up and left Canada to
escape the prying eyes of the government and preserve their religious
freedom, but Irma still misses the minor freedoms she had in their small
town. She even misses the cold. This new life has not been an easy one,
and Irma ﬁnds herself deserted by her husband of one year, who has left
to pursue a life of drug-running, instead of working her family’s farm. The
most devastating blow for Irma is that he didn’t take her with him, take
her away, so now she’s left to live under her father’s domineering rule
alone. Things change for Irma when a ﬁlm crew moves into the empty
house next door. They’ve come to make a movie about the Mennonite
community, and have made a deal with Irma’s father to stay on their land.
The director enlists Irma to work for them as a translator, as she can
speak not only Spanish and English but Plattdeutsch, or Low German, the
language of her people. At ﬁrst bemused by the ragged and absurd
crewmembers, Irma comes to embrace the passion and creative freedom
of their world – but in doing so brings on the wrath of her father, who is
determined to keep her from it at all costs. When Irma’s thirteen-year-old
sister Aggie begins to come by and spend time with the crew, their father
is sent over the edge with rage, and Irma is forced to make a hard
decision to save not only herself, but her younger sister, and to break the
dark chain of violence holding her family. The girls ﬂee to the capital,
Mexico City, not knowing where they’ll ﬁnd food or shelter, let alone build
a life, but knowing for the ﬁrst time that they are free to make that
choice. And even as they begin to understand the truth of the tragedy
that has their family in its grip, Irma and Aggie use their love as a source
of strength to help each other move on from their past lives and work
toward a future that can truly become anything they want it to be.
Women Talking * Film Tie In * TOEWS M 2022-11-17
Fight Night Miriam Toews 2021-10-05 "Move over, Scout Finch! There's a
new contender for feistiest girl in ﬁction, and her name is Swiv." -USA
Today, "Best Books of the Year" "Toews is a master of dialogue." -New
York Times Book Review, Editors' Choice "A revelation." -Richard Russo
NPR Best Books of the Year * Shortlisted for the Scotiabank Giller Prize *
Writers' Trust Fiction Prize Finalist * Indie Next Pick * Amazon Editors' Pick
* Apple Book of the Month From the bestselling author of Women Talking
and All My Puny Sorrows, a compassionate, darkly humorous, and deeply
wise novel about three generations of women. “You're a small thing,”
Grandma writes, “and you must learn to ﬁght.” Swiv's Grandma, Elvira,
has been ﬁghting all her life. From her upbringing in a strict religious
community, she has fought those who wanted to take away her joy, her
independence, and her spirit. She has fought to make peace with her
loved ones when they have chosen to leave her. And now, even as her
health fails, Grandma is ﬁghting for her family: for her daughter,
partnerless and in the third term of a pregnancy; and for her
granddaughter Swiv, a spirited nine-year-old who has been suspended
from school. Cramped together in their Toronto home, on the precipice of
extraordinary change, Grandma and Swiv undertake a vital new project,
setting out to explain their lives in letters they will never send. Alternating
between the exuberant, precocious voice of young Swiv and her
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irrepressible, tenacious Grandma, Fight Night is a love letter to mothers
and grandmothers, and to all the women who are still ﬁghting-painfully,
ferociously- for a way to live on their own terms.
The Quest Daniel Yergin 2012-09-26 “A sprawling story richly textured
with original material, quirky details and amusing anecdotes . . .” —Wall
Street Journal “It is a cause for celebration that Yergin has returned with
his perspective on a very diﬀerent landscape . . . [I]t is impossible to think
of a better introduction to the essentials of energy in the 21st century.
The Quest is . . . the deﬁnitive guide to how we got here.” —The Financial
Times This long-awaited successor to Daniel Yergin’s Pulitzer Prizewinning The Prize provides an essential, overarching narrative of global
energy, the principal engine of geopolitical and economic change A
master storyteller as well as a leading energy expert, Daniel Yergin
continues the riveting story begun in his Pulitzer Prize–winning book, The
Prize. In The Quest, Yergin shows us how energy is an engine of global
political and economic change and conﬂict, in a story that spans the
energies on which our civilization has been built and the new energies
that are competing to replace them. The Quest tells the inside stories,
tackles the tough questions, and reveals surprising insights about coal,
electricity, and natural gas. He explains how climate change became a
great issue and leads readers through the rebirth of renewable energies,
energy independence, and the return of the electric car. Epic in scope and
never more timely, The Quest vividly reveals the decisions, technologies,
and individuals that are shaping our future.
Five Wives Joan Thomas 2019-09-03 WINNER OF THE GOVERNOR
GENERAL'S LITERARY AWARD FOR FICTION A GLOBE AND MAIL, CBC
BOOKS, APPLE BOOKS, AND NOW TORONTO BEST BOOK OF THE YEAR In
the tradition of The Poisonwood Bible and State of Wonder, a novel set in
the rainforest of Ecuador about ﬁve women left behind when their
missionary husbands are killed. Based on the shocking real-life events In
1956, a small group of evangelical Christian missionaries and their
families journeyed to the rainforest in Ecuador intending to convert the
Waorani, a people who had never had contact with the outside world. The
plan was known as Operation Auca. After spending days dropping gifts
from an aircraft, the ﬁve men in the party rashly entered the “intangible
zone.” They were all killed, leaving their wives and children to fend for
themselves. Five Wives is the ﬁctionalized account of the real-life women
who were left behind, and their struggles – with grief, with doubt, and with
each other – as they continued to pursue their evangelical mission in the
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face of the explosion of fame that followed their husbands’ deaths. Five
Wives is a riveting, often wrenching story of evangelism and its legacy,
teeming with atmosphere and compelling characters and rich in emotional
impact.
Swing Low Miriam Toews 2001 Recounts the story of Mel Toews, a
devoted husband and father, a popular schoolteacher, and faithful
member of the Mennonite church who could no longer deal with the pain
and darkness of manic depression.
We the Animals Justin Torres 2011-08-30 An award-winning novel in
stories surrounding a young, half-white, half-Puerto Rican boy grappling
with life, love, and identity as he comes of age. In this groundbreaking
debut, Justin Torres plunges us into the chaotic heart of one family, the
intense bonds of three brothers, and the mythic eﬀects of this ﬁerce love
on the people we must become. NOW A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE “A
tremendously gifted writer whose highly personal voice should excite us
in much the same way that Raymond Carver’s or Jeﬀrey Eugenides’s voice
did when we ﬁrst heard it.” —Washington Post “We the Animals is a dark
jewel of a book. It’s heartbreaking. It’s beautiful. It resembles no other
book I’ve read.”—Michael Cunningham “A miracle in concentrated pages,
you are going to read it again and again.”—Dorothy Allison “Rumbles with
lyric dynamite…Torres is a savage new talent.”—Benjamin Percy, Esquire
“A ﬁery ode to boyhood…A welterweight champ of a book.”—NPR,
Weekend Edition “A novel so honest, poetic, and tough that it makes you
reexamine what it means to love and to hurt.”—O, The Oprah Magazine
“The communal howl of three young brothers sustains this sprint of a
novel…A kind of incantation.”—The New Yorker
Geek Love Katherine Dunn 2011-05-25 National Book Award ﬁnalist Here
is the unforgettable story of the Binewskis, a circus-geek family whose
matriarch and patriarch have bred their own exhibit of human oddities
(with the help of amphetamine, arsenic, and radioisotopes). Their
oﬀspring include Arturo the Aquaboy, who has ﬂippers for limbs and a
megalomaniac ambition worthy of Genghis Khan . . . Iphy and Elly, the
lissome Siamese twins . . . albino hunchback Oly, and the outwardly
normal Chick, whose mysterious gifts make him the family’s most
precious—and dangerous—asset. As the Binewskis take their act across
the backwaters of the U.S., inspiring fanatical devotion and murderous
revulsion; as its members conduct their own Machiavellian version of
sibling rivalry, Geek Love throws its sulfurous light on our notions of the
freakish and the normal, the beautiful and the ugly, the holy and the
obscene. Family values will never be the same.
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